Ideograph characters are often formed by some smaller functional units, which we call character components.
Introduction
ISO/IEC 10646 (ISO 10646) in its current version, contains more than 27,000 Han characters, or ideograph characters as it is called, in its basic multilingual plane and another 40,000 in the second plane [1] [2] . The complete set of ideograph repertoire includes Han characters in all national/regional standards as well as all characters from the Kang Xi Dictionary( ) and other major references. In almost all the current encoding systems including ISO 10646 and Unicode, each Han character is treated as a separate unique symbol and given a separate code point. This single character encoding method has some serious drawbacks. Consider most of the alphabet-based languages, such as English, even though new words are created quite frequently, the alphabet itself is quite stable. Thus the newly adopted words do not have any impact on coding standards. When new Han characters are created, they must be assigned a new code point, thus all codesets supporting Han characters must leave space for extension. As there is no formal rule to limit the formation of new Han characters, the standardization process for code point assignment can be potentially endless. On the other hand, new Han characters are almost always be created using some existing character components which can be existing radicals, characters proper, or pure components which are not used alone as characters. If we can use coded components to describe a new character, we can potentially eliminate the standardization process.
Han characters can be considered as a two dimensional encoding of components. The same set of components when used in different relative positions can form different characters. For example the two components and can form two different characters: depending on the relative positions of the two components. However, the current internal code point assignments in no way can reveal the relationship of the these characters with respect to their component characters. 2FF0 IDC LEFT TO RIGHT IDC2 A   2FF1 IDC  ABOVE  TO  BELOW   IDC2 B   2FF2 IDC  LEFT  TO  MIDDLE AND RIGHT   IDC3 K   2FF3 IDC  ABOVE  TO  MIDDLE  AND  BELOW   IDC3 L   2FF4 IDC  FULL  SURROUND   IDC2 I   2FF5 IDC  SURROUND  FROM ABOVE   IDC2 F   2FF6 IDC  SURROUND  FROM BELOW   IDC2 G   2FF7 IDC  SURROUND  FROM LEFT   IDC2 H   2FF8 IDC  SURROUND  FROM UPPER LEFT   IDC2 D   2FF9 IDC  SURROUND  FROM UPPER RIGHT   IDC2 C   2FFA IDC  SURROUND  FROM LOWER LEFT   IDC2 E   2FFB IDC OVERLAID  IDC2 J   Table 1 . The 12 Ideograph Description Characters
The IDCs can be used to describe not only unencoded characters, but also coded characters to reveal their internal structures and relationships among components. Thus applications for using these structural symbols can be quite useful. In fact the most common applications are in electronic dictionaries and on-line education [4] . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 gives the rationale for the use of character components, the references and decomposition rules. Section 2 describes the data structure and algorithms to decompose Chinese characters into components and, vice versa. Section 3 discusses performance considerations and Section 4 is the conclusion.
Character Decomposition Rules
At the beginning of the glyph standardization, one important requirement was agreed by the working group, namely, extensibility. That is, the specifications should be easily extended by adding more characters into later versions of the ISO/IEC 10646, which we refer to as the new characters. The specifications should also not contain any internal inconsistency, or inconsistency in relation to the ISO/IEC 10646's source standards. In order to satisfy both consistency requirements, we have concluded that listing every character in ISO/IEC 10646 is not desirable. Instead, we decided to produce the specifications by giving the correct glyphs of character components based on a common assumption that if a component or a character is written in a certain way, all other characters using it as a component should also write it in the same way. For example if the character "bone" (U+9AA8) is written in a certain way, all characters using "bone" as a component, such as " " (U+6ED1) and " " (U+9ABC), should have the bone " " component follow the same style. In this way, the specification can be extended very easily for all new characters using bone " " as a component. In other words, we can assume that component glyphs are standardized for general usage. By using components to describe a character, we can also avoid inconsistency. That is, by avoid listing all characters with bone, " " as a component, we do not need to be concerned about producing inconsistent glyphs in the specifications. This is important because the working group does not have any font vendor as a member, because of an implicit rule that was specified by the Government of the HKSAR to avoid any potential conflict of interest. The glyph style is mostly based on the book published by the Hong Kong Institute of Education in 2000 [5] In principle, for producing glyph specifications, we have to produce a concrete, minimal, and unique list of basic components. In order to achieve this, we need to have a set of rules to decompose the characters systematically. In our work, we have used the GF 3001-1997 [6] as our major component reference. The following is a brief description of the rules. (For a detailed description, please refer to the paper "The Hong Kong Glyph Specifications for ISO 10646's Ideographic Characters" [7] .)
• Use GF 3001-1997 specifications as the basis to construct a set of primary components. [8] [9] . The 644 basic components play a very important role because they form all the Chinese characters in our scope.
In order to describe the position relationship amongst components in a character, we have used the 12 Ideographic Description Characters (IDC) in ISO/IEC 10646 Part1:2000 in the range from 2FF0 to 2FFB, and defined an extra IDC "M" (which indicates that a particular component is a basic component and will not be further decomposed), as shown in Table 1 . Every character can be decomposed into up to three components depending on the cardinality of the IDC used.
Each Character is decomposed according to the following definition: Conceptually, every entry in the database can be treated as a Chinese component, having a data structure described above.
Decomposition/Formation Algorithms
As mentioned above, the decomposition database only gives information on how a character is decomposed in a minimal way. However, some characters have nested components. For instance, the character "準" can be decomposed into two components: "淮" and "十", but "淮" being a character can be further decomposed into two components. Both algorithms are very similar. They recursively retrieve all characters/components appearing in the decomposition database by using the characters/components themselves as a seed, but their directions of retrieval are opposite to each other. In the "Char-to-Compnt", the decomposition goes from its current level down, one level at a time, until no more decomposition can be done. Figure 1 the pseudo code of the algorithm for one level only and they can be done recursively to find all components of a character. Table 2 shows the entries related to the character "盟". Notice that the number of components for "盟" is not two, but 4 because one of the components "明" can be further decomposed into two more components. Table 2 . Component Entries of character "盟"
On the other hand, the "Compnt-to-Char" algorithm searches from its current level up until no more character can be found using the current component. Figure 2 shows the pseudo code of the upward search algorithm where x is considered the seed to start the search and the variable contains all characters formed using the current component x. Table 3 . Example character entries of component "口" Table 3 shows some of the search results involving the component "口". Note that the result not only find the character "吾", but also the characters using "吾" as components as well.
Further more, due to the fact that there are two IDCs with cardinality of three, the decomposition is not unique.
Based Han characters formation rules, some characters should be decomposed into two components first before considering further decomposition. For instance, "鍘" should be decomposed into "金" and "則" whereas "街" should be decomposed into "行" and "圭". However, for upward search we certainly want the character "鍘" to be found if the search component is " 鋇 ". Therefore, in addition to using the most reason decomposition at the first level, we also maintain different decompositions for applications where character formation rule are less important. In other words, we also provided composition and decompositions independent of certain particular character formal rules. Again taking the character "鍘" as an examples, its components should not only be "金" and "則", but also "鋇", "則", "釗" as well as "貝" and " ". In fact, in our system, " 鍘 " is decomposed into "金", "貝" and " " as shown in Table 4 . The "Char-to-Compnt" algorithm will take the relative positions of the components into consideration based on the IDC defined in each entry to find other three possible components "鋇", "則" and "釗". This can be done because the combination of "金" and "貝" will form "鋇"; similarly "貝" and " " will form "則";, and "金" and " "will form "釗". Note that in the first two cases of the OR clause, "鋇" and "則" will be identified. In the third case of the OR clause, the character "釗" will be identified. You may argue the validity of the third case of the OR clause, but for the character ""衝", finding the component "行" would be very important. Table 4 An example of handling a character with three components The basic principle of the algorithm, as shown in Figure 3 , is that if we see a character with an IDC {K} or {L}, or an IDC of a character that can be transformed to IDC {K} or {L}, we will try to use its components to form characters. (2) ] end end **this algorithm also works when s[structure] = IDC{B}, then the result structure will become IDC{L} Figure 4 Pseudo-code of For the Split Step
In many cases, we still want to maintain the characters in the right decomposition, e.g, to decompose them into two components first and then further decompose if needed. Take another character "樹" as an example. Suppose it is only decomposed into two components ("木" and "尌"). This makes the search more complex. In order to simplify the search, we need to go through an internal step which we call the Split
Step to decompose the character into three components before we allow for component to character search. The pseudo code for the Split
Step is shown in Figure 4 . The generated result is shown in Table 5 . Table 5 . An example Output of the Split Step For some characters like "衝", the Split Step must consider the component " 重 " in the middle as an insertion into the character "行". We use similar handling to decompose "衝" into "彳", "重" and "亍", with an IDC {K}. In order to find a character with the component "行" such as "衝" , we need additional algorithm to locate components that are potentially being split to the two sides with an inserted component. We try to decompose a component into two sub-components if their IDC is "A" or "B". Once we get the two sub-components, we try to make different combinations to see if there are any characters with an IDC {K} or {L} that contain the two sub-components as shown in Figure 5 . 
Performance Evaluation
Since the algorithms have to do excessive search for many combinations in many levels recursively, performance becomes a very important issue especially if we want to make this for public access through the internet. However, since the decomposition is static, it does not need to be done in real time. as the search doesn't need to be done online, In other words, searching of the same data will always give the same result unless the decomposition rules or algorithms are changed. Consequently, we built two pre-searched tables to store the results of both "Compnt-to-Char" algorithm and the "Char-to-Compnt"algorithm. Once we have the pre-searched tables, we can totally avoid the recursive search. Instead, the search result can be directly retrieved in a single tuple. This results in much better performance both in terms of usage of CPU time and I/O usage. Table 6 . Examples of pre-searched results of "Cha-to-Compnt"Algorithm Table 7 . Examples of pre-searched results of "Component to Character" Table 6 and table 7 shows some samples of the pre-searched tables for the downward search and the upward search, respectively.
Although the advanced control algorithms can retrieve most Chinese characters correctly, they also return some components that do not make much sense. For example, the character "章" has a structure of IDC{B}, and components "立" and " 早 ". However, when it is eventually decomposed into "立", "日" and "十". Using the algorithm "Char-to-Compnt", the component "辛" will also be returned, even though "辛" has no cognate relationship with the character "章". We can take into consideration of only a subset of characters that can be split in character formation, such as "行" and "衣". This way, the insertion components will only be considered for these characters.
Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on the algorithms of character decomposition and formation. The results can be used for the standardization of computer fonts, glyphs, or relevant language resources. We have implemented a Chinese Character Search System based on the result of this standardization work. We can use this search system to look for character decomposition or formation results. The system comes with many handy and useful features. It provides a lot of useful information on Chinese characters, such as the code for various encodings, and pronunciations. A stand-alone version is also built. The actual implementation of these algorithms and of the database helps people to get information about Chinese characters very quickly. It further facilitates researchers' work in related areas. For more information on the system, please visit the website http://www.iso10646hk.net.
